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Abstract. We here quickly study the initial value problem for the vacuum Einstein equations.

Written in harmonic coordinates, the equations are hyperbolic, and we outline the main steps
involved in proving existence and uniqueness of solutions. These notes are a summary of the

treatment of [1, Chapters 1.1 & 1.2] (see, also, the early chapters of [2]).

1. Solving the initial value problem

We wish to construct a Lorentzian manifold pM,gq where the metric g satisfies the vacuum
Einstein equations Ricg � 0. In particular, we want to rewrite this condition on g as a wave
equation for the components of the metric with respect to a well-chosen coordinate system. In
order to formulate and solve the initial value problem, we would like to find an appropriate
coordinate system in which to study these equations.

1.1. Harmonic coordinates. Suppose we are given a coordinate system txa|a � 0, . . . , nu. The
contravariant components of the metric are then gab � gpdxa, dxbq. We wish to write the vacuum
Einstein equations for the metric g as a wave equation for the functions gab. To this end, we
denote by lg the wave operator gcdBcBd acting on functions, i.e.

lgf � gab∇a∇bf � gcdBcBdf � gcdΓa
cdBaf.

We now consider lg of the functions gab.

Proposition 1.1. Let λa :� lgx
a � �gcdΓa

bc. Then

lgg
ab � gpdλa, dxbq � gpdxa, dλbq � 2gp∇cdx

a,∇cdxbq � 2Ricp∇xa,∇xbq. (1.1)

Proof. We first note that, for any function f , we have

lg∇af � ∇c∇c∇af � ∇c∇a∇cf � ∇a∇c∇cf �Rca
c
d∇df � ∇algf � pRicp�,∇fqqa .

Equivalently, in differential form notation,

lgdf � d plgfq �Ricp�,∇fq.
In particular, taking f to be the coordinate functions xa, we deduce that

lgdx
a � dλa �Ricp�,∇xaq.

We now simply calculate

lgg
ab � lg

�
gpdxa, dxbq�

� gplgdx
a, dxbq � gpdxa,lgdx

bq � 2gp∇cdx
a,∇cdxbq

� gpdλa, dxbq � gpdxa, dλbq � 2Ricpdxa, dxbq � 2gp∇cdx
a,∇cdxbq. �

Treating the components of λ as a vector field, we have

gpdλa, dxbq � gbcBcλa � gbc
�
∇cλ

a � Γa
cdλ

d
�
.

Denoting the contravariant components of the Ricci tensor by Rab � Ricpdxa, dxbq, we therefore
have the following.
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Proposition 1.2.

Rab � 1

2

�
∇aλb �∇bλa

� � Ẽab, (1.2)

where

Ẽab :� 1

2
lgg

ab � gp∇cdx
a,∇cdxbq � 1

2

�
gbcΓa

cdλ
d � gacΓb

cdλ
d
�

The point is to note that if we impose that Ẽab � 0, this gives us the non-linear wave equation

lgg
ab � 2Habpg, Bg, λq, (1.3)

where

Habpg, Bg, λq :� gp∇cdx
a,∇cdxbq � 1

2

�
gbcΓa

cdλ
d � gacΓb

cdλ
d
�
,

which we may solve for the functions gab. Moreover, assuming that Ẽab, we note that the metric
g will satisfy the vacuum Einstein equations if we impose the condition that λa � 0, i.e. that the
coordinates xa are harmonic:

lgx
a � 0.

We quote the following general theorem from the theory of hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tions, which gives us existence of solutions to equation (1.3).

Theorem 1.3. For any initial data

gabp0, xiq P Hs�1, B0gabp0, xiq P Hs

with s ¡ n
2 , on any open subset O � t0u � Rn � R� Rn, there exists a unique solution gabpt, xiq

of (1.3) defined on a neighbourhood, U , of O in R� Rn.

As such, we have existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1.3). This will yield an existence
result for the vacuum Einstein equations if we can show that we can consistently set λa � 0. The
key observation is the following.

Proposition 1.4. Assume that the metric g satisfies the equations Ẽab � 0 in the coordinate
system xa. Then the functions λa satisfy the wave equation

lgλ
a �Ra

bλ
b � 0. (1.4)

Proof. Assume that we have solved the problem Ẽab � 0 with a given λ. From (1.2), we deduce
that the Ricci tensor of the metric g is given by

Rab � �1

2

�
∇aλ

b �∇bλ
a
�
.

This implies that g has scalar curvature

sg � �∇ � λ.
The Bianchi identities for g imply that

0 � ∇a

�
Rab � sg

2
gab

	

� �1

2
∇a

�
∇aλb �∇bλa � p∇ � λq gab�

� �1

2

�
lλb �∇a∇bλa �∇b∇aλ

a
�

� �1

2

�
lλb �Ra

ba
cλ

c
�
,

� �1

2

�
lλb �Rb

cλ
c
�
,

which gives the required result. �
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As such, if the gab evolve according to Ẽab � 0, then the λa also evolve according to the wave
equation (1.4). It follows from the standard theory of hyperbolic PDE’s that if we set initial data
on a spacelike hypersurface O with λ|O � 0 and e0λ|O � 0 (where e0 is the timelike normal to O)
then the unique solution of (1.4) on the domain of dependence of O, DpOq, is λa � 0. Therefore,

the solution of Ẽab � 0 that we construct using Theorem 1.3 gives a metric written in harmonic
coordinates that satisfies the vacuum Einstein equations.

1.2. Constraints on the initial data. We have previously seen that, when we do a decompo-
sition of the vacuum Einstein equations into time and spatial parts, then the data on a space-like
hypersurface must satisfy certain constraints. We now quickly discuss where these constraints
arise in the current formulation.

We may choose the harmonic coordinates xa such that x0 � t, where the initial hypersurface
where we set our data is the set t � 0. The constraint that λa � 0, i.e. lgx

a � 0, implies that we
have

0 � lgx
a � 1?� det g

Bb
�a

� det ggbcBcxa
	
� 1?� det g

Bb
�a

� det ggba
	
.

Therefore we deduce that

Bt
�a

� det ggta
	
� Bi

�a
� det ggia

	
. (1.5)

This identity must hold on the initial surface t � 0. As such, there are non-trivial relationships
between the initial data for gab and Btgab at t � 0, and these data cannot be chosen arbitrarily.
More specifically, (1.5) effectively determines the values of Btgta at t � 0 once we have prescribed
the components gia at t � 0. In particular, we may choose the coordinates so that the metric
satisfies the conditions

gtt � �1, gti � 0 (1.6)

at t � 0. In this case, prescribing the gij and Btgij at t � 0 determines the time derivatives of gta

at t � 0. It follows that the initial data are completely determined by the spatial metric

h :� gijdx
i b dxj

and its time derivative, i.e. the first and second fundamental form of the hypersurface t � 0.
If we assume that the metric components evolve according to (1.3), i.e. Ẽab � 0, then the

components of the Einstein tensor of g are given by

Gab � �1

2

�
∇aλb �∇bλa � p∇ � λq gab� .

If we, for example, impose the metric conditions (1.6) and that λa � 0 when t � 0 (and hence
that the spatial derivatives of the λa are zero at t � 0), then we have, for example,

Gtt � �1

2

�
2∇tλt �∇ � λ� � �1

2

��2Btλt � Btλt
� � 1

2
Btλt.

Therefore, the condition that Btλt � 0 at t � 0 is equivalent to the scalar constraint Gtt � 0.
Similarly, at t � 0, we have

Gti � �1

2

�
∇tλi �∇iλt � p∇ � λq gti� � 1

2
Btλi.

Therefore, the constraint Gti is equivalent to the condition that Btλi � 0 at t � 0.
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